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Abstract 
In this paper, we propose an algorithm for the stable and efficient computation of 
Fourier expansions of square integrable functions on the unit sphere S c R’. as well 
as for the evaluation of these Fourier expansions at special knots. The heart of the al- 
gorithm is an efficient realization of discrete Legendre function transforms based on a 
modified and stabilized version of the DriscoGHealy algorithm. 0 1998 Elsevier 
Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
AMS chs~fication: Primary 33C35; 33C25; 65T99; 42C10 
K~.Iww& Spherical Fourier transform; Spherical harmonics: Sampling theorem; Fast Legendre 
function transform; Fast cosine transform: Chebyshev nodes; Cascade summation 
I. Introduction 
Fourier analysis on the sphere S c R3 has practical relevance in tomo- 
graphy, geophysics, seismology, meteorology and crystallography. It can be 
used in spectral methods for solving partial differential equations on the sphere 
(see [1,2]). In [3], the authors utilize spherical Fourier transforms for the de- 
composition and reconstruction of functions defined on the sphere with respect 
to spherical frames. 
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In this paper. we propose an algorithm for the efficient and stable computa- 
tion of Fourier expansions of square integrable functions on S. The Fourier ex- 
pansion of a function ,f E L’(S) with bandwidth N is given by 
f = 2 2 (2k + l)a;(.f)Y;‘. 
where a;l(,f’) are the Fourier coefficients off’ with respect to the orthogonal ba- 
sis of spherical harmonics Y,,i. To compute these Fourier coefficients we first 
prove a sampling theorem which is based on Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature 
and restricts the evaluation of the integrals a;(,f’) to the computation of discrete 
spherical Fourier transforms. Note that for N < 360 there exist numerous real- 
izations of discrete spherical Fourier transforms. For the interesting case 
N > 360 we can refer only to [4]. 
Since the spherical harmonics r,,l (Il. q) are scaled products of complex expo- 
nentials e”“” and Legendre functions P/” (cos O), the discrete spherical Fourier 
transform splits into ordinary discrete Fourier transforms for complex expo- 
nentials, which can be realized by fast Fourier transform techniques and discrete 
Legendre function transforms. The main part of this paper deals with an effi- 
cient and stable algorithm for these discrete Legendre function transforms. 
For n = 0, i.e. in the case of the discrete Legendre transform, we apply the 
algorithm for the fast polynomial transform introduced in [5]. This algorithm 
with an arithmetical complexity of I”(N 1og’N) can be considered as a modified 
version of the transposed DriscolllHealy algorithm [6,7] in which the original 
fast Fourier transforms were replaced by fast cosine transforms. Due to the 
consequent application of polynomial arithmetic and cascade summation, 
our approach seems to be simpler and more straightforward than the original 
DriscolllHealy algorithm. Note that a different algorithm for the evaluation of 
Legendre expansions was proposed in [8]. 
By convenient cascade summation a fast polynomial transform can be mod- 
ified for a fast Legendre function transform (FLFT). Unfortunately, its imple- 
mentation demonstrates numerical instability for large II > 16. The reason for 
this is that some of the associated Legendre functions P;‘(x. c) involved in the 
algorithm become very large for Ix/ x 1 while other functions Pt (x, c) become 
relatively small. The multiplications of these large and small values result in un- 
acceptable cancellations. To avoid this negative effect, we introduce special sta- 
bilization steps in the algorithm. This heuristic stabilization method can be 
compared with the so-called method of “stable bypass operations” in [4,9], 
which was used to stabilize the DriscolllHealy algorithm on the sphere. The 
introduction of the exceptional steps closes the gap in the stability of the algo- 
rithm at the expense of a loss of run-time efficiency. However, for n < 3N/4, 
our algorithm performs faster than the Clenshaw algorithm. For n RZ N/2, 
we need half of the CPU-time of the Clenshaw algorithm. 
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This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present a sampling the- 
orem for band-limited functions j’ E L’(S). Taking into account that our algo- 
rithm for the efficient discrete spherical Fourier transform is mainly based on 
fast realizations of discrete cosine transforms, Section 3 deals with discrete co- 
sine transforms. An algorithm for the fast discrete Legendre function trans- 
form is described in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 contains a stabilized 
version of the algorithm and numerical results. 
2. Band-limited functions on S 
Starting with the Legendw polynomirrls 
fi(x) := & $(x2 - 1)” (x E [-1, l]:k E I%,,). 
we define the associated Lrgmdwjimtioms P; (TV E No: k = H.II + 1.. .) by 
(k-n)! ‘#Q 
P;‘(x) := (k+n)! ( ) (1 -X2)“,‘2 &J(X) (X E [-1. 11) 
For any fixed n E No, the functions PJ (k = n, n + 1. .) form a complete or- 
thogonal system in L’[- 1. l] with 
I 
yP;(,Y)P;(x) du = & 61, (n E N,,: k. 1 = 77.77+ l....) 
I 
Moreover, the associated Legendre functions fulfil the three-term recurrence 
relation 
p::_,(x) := 0, p”(x) := ((20)‘~’ (1 _ x’)“.? 
,I Fn! 
P;‘+,(x)=t’;xP;‘(x)+w;lP~_,(x) (k=n,n+l....) 
with 
21; := 2k + 1 
((k - n + l)(k + 17 + l))“? ’ 
w; := _ ((k - n)(k + n))‘/‘? 
((k-n+ l)(k+n+ 1))“2’ 
(2.1) 
We are interested in the Hilbert space L’(S) of all square integrable func- 
tions on the 2-sphere S with the scalar product 
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x 2n 
and with the corresponding norm // 11. Set 
i := {(k,n):k E ru,j,n = -k ,.... k}. 
An orthogonal basis of L’(S) is given by the set { y: (k, n) E L} of sphericul har- 
monics 
It is easy to check that 
(r;‘, r;ll) = ; ~p~~:~I,)ppii] & &]eibf~~k~ dq 
.-I 0 
1 . 
= - 4.l 6,,.,,, 
2k+ 1 
((k.n), (j;m) E il. 
We consider the Fourier expansion of .f E L’(S) with respect to the spherical 
harmonics 
.f’= c (2k + l)Cr;(r’)Y;‘, u;‘V) := (f. Y/y). 
ih.ll)Fl 
Let /l(i) be the Hilbert space of all complex sequences (a;l)(k,,lIt, with 
c (2k + l)lCr;i’ < XI. 
I/i.fl)El 
Then we refer to F: f,‘(S) - l’(i) defined by 
Ff := (q.f)),,,,,,i Cf E .m)) 
as sphericrrl Fourier trcm$orm. 
For j E NO we set 
I’ := {(s, t): s = 0.. . .2’+‘: t = 0.. . .2’+’ - l}, 
i’:={(k,n):k=O ,... ,2/:/1=-k . . . . . k}. 
We consider the surqding spuces qflrvrlj (j E No) 
V' := span{y: (k,n) E i/} 
consisting of so-called band-limited functions of bandwidth 2i. For band-limit- 
ed functions, it holds the following sampling theorem. 
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Theorem 2.1. Let f E Vj (j E IWO) with 
437 
.f = c ii; Yk” 
(k.n)tiJ 
(2.2) 
he given. Then we have for (k, n) E i’ 
q zz Y 'c 2/+ 1 E,y+')W)l"~f (pi:.,)Y,-“@,) 
(\.ljtl’ 
with 
&ii = c(7:‘) 
0 I := 2-l: EYJ := 1 (S = 1:. . . ~ 2’ - I) 
and with the ClenshawCurtis weights 
1 
2’ 
wc/+I) := &I .s 2i+l c u 
pcos? -2 
4u2 1 
(S=0,....2’+‘). 
- I&O 
Proof. By definition of Vj, it suffices to consider the functions ,f(O. cp) = 
Y;l (8. cp) (( 1, m) E ij) Their Fourier coefficients can 
I Zn 
Q;V) = i 
.I’ 
P)“‘(x)P~.“‘(x) dx & 
J’ 
eiim-n)V dcp . 
-1 0 
Now it holds for m, n = -2j!. . ,2J that 
2n 
s 
71-1-r 
ei(m-n)u, dq _ 2,L, -C eni(m-n)rl?‘~ 
0 
r=O 
be written as 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Hence, for m # n, we are done. For m = n, we verify that P/“‘Pt’ is an al- 
gebraic polynomial of degree < 2J+’ such that Clenshaw-Curtis quadrature 
gives 
I 
with the Chebyshev nodes ct := cos~s/N. Together with Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) 
this completes the proof. 0 
Note that a similar sampling theorem for band-limited functions on S was 
proved in [6]. 
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We are interested in the efficient solution of the following two problems: 
1. For given Fourier-coefficients q E C ((k, n) E il) compute the values ,f(~$,) 
((s. t) E I’) of ,f defined by Eq. (2.2). 
2. For given values ,f‘(J$,) ( (.T. t) E I’) of f’ E V’ compute the Fourier-coeffi- 
cients i;’ t @ ((k. ~7) E ij). 
By definition of Y;l and by Theorem 2.1, we suggest the following algorithms 
for 1. and 2., respectively. 
Algorithm 1 (Discrete spherical Fourier transform) 
Input: For fixed j E No, let ,j’(pI,,) E C ((s, t) E I’) be given. 
1. Foreverys=0,...,2 “’ form by fast Fourier transform 
,f;i,, :_ 2,y, y&,) e-“‘“‘:‘?’ (?r = -2’. ,2’) 
r-0 
2. For every n = -21,. . .2’ compute 
output: q E @ ((kn) E 1,). 
Algorithm 2 (Inverse discrete spherical Fourier transform) 
Input: For fixed j E N,,, let ji; E C ((k. n) E f’) be given. 
1. For every 17 = -2’. .2/ compute 
g;,,, := c ;1; Pj” (cy’) (s = 0,. . ,2’~ ‘) 
h=i,r, 
2. For every s = 0.. . ~ 21-l form by fast Fourier transform 
2’ 
.f‘(Pj,) := c 
g,, elm;?’ (t = 0.. . .2’+’ - 1) . 
,1x-21 
output: ,f(&,) E C ((.s, t) E I’). 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
The fast Fourier transforms in Eqs. (2.5) and (2.8) require P((j + 1)2/“) ar- 
ithmetical operations for fixed n. Hence, it remains to develop an algorithm for 
the fast evaluation of Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7), respectively. 
A fast algorithm for Eq. (2.7) implies the factorization of the transform ma- 
trix 
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into a product of sparse matrices. Consequently, once a fast algorithm for 
Eq. (2.7) is known, a fast algorithm for the “inverse” problem (2.6) with the 
transform matrix (Pl’71)T is available too by transposing the sparse matrix 
product. Therefore, we restrict our attention to the fast computation of 
Eq. (2.7). 
3. Discrete cosine transforms 
The heart of our fast transform consists in the fast polynomial multiplica- 
tion via fast cosine transforms. Let 
with ~0”’ = ~1; := l/2: $ := 1 (k = 1,. . . , N - 1) be given. Then the following 
transforms are referred as discrete cosine tran~fkmm~s (DCT) of’ t,tpe I-III, re- 
spectively: 
DCT-I(N + 1): RN+’ -+ R’v” with 
a := (ah)rE,j, i := (ii,);“=,) E [w”‘+‘, i.e. 
.A ,v 
a, = c 
+Q cz;; = c E;aJ#), 
i=O k=O 
DCT-II(N): R’” + [w” with 
b := Cvb. 
DCT-III(N): R”’ --+ R” with 
I; := CT&b. N ’ 
i.e. 
.&-I ,v-I 
h, := c $bkc$,+,, = c $b&(cfy_,). 
A =o 14 
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In the following, let N = 2’ (t E N). There exist various fast algorithms per- 
forming the above discrete cosine transforms with c(N log N) instead of 
P(N2) arithmetical operations. For DCT-III and DCT-II we prefer the fast al- 
gorithms in [lo] because of their low arithmetical complexity and since the cor- 
responding data permutations allow a simple, efficient implementation (see [4]). 
Fast algorithms for DCT-I based on [lo] can be found in [ 1 l] (see also [12]). 
Concerning the inverse DCT’s, it is easy to check (see [l 11) the following lem- 
ma. 
Lemma 3.1. It holds that 
Hence (CN+,DN+,)- = 2/NC,+,DDN+, and (C,)-’ = 2/NCiD, such that the 
inverse DCT-I(N + 1) corresponds to the DCT-I(N + 1) multiplied by 2/N, 
and the inverse DCT-II(N) corresponds to the DCT-III(N) multiplied by 2/N. 
Let P E Ii’,, (n E N) be given with respect to the basis of Chebyshev polyno- 
mials, i.e. 
with known real coefficients ak. Further, let Q E II, (m E N) be a fixed polyno- 
mial with known values Q(c$z,) for j = 0,. . . ,M - 1, where M = 2’ (S E FU) 
with M/2 < m + n < M is chosen. Then the Chebyshev coefficients bk 
(k = 0,. . . ,m+n) in 
II+/?, 
R:=@=xbkTk 
k=O 
can be computed in a fast way by the following procedure. 
Algorithm 3 (Fast polynomial multiplication) 
Input: M = 2” (s E N) with M/2 6 m + n < M, Q(c:;“,,) E R! (j = 0, . . . . 
M - 1) with Q E ZZ,, ak E [w (k = 0,. . . ,n). 
1. Compute 
by fast DCT-III(M) of (uk)F=i’ Withak:=O(k=n+l,...,M-1). 
2. Evaluate the M products 
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Rk;;, ) := P(cf;,)Q(c;;,) (j = 0;. . ,A4 - 1). 
3. Compute 
by fast DCT-II(M) of (R(c~~,))‘f?~‘. 
Output: hk (k = 0,. ~ m + 12). 
The fast DCT-III(2‘) computed by [IO] requires 2”-‘s multiplications and 
2‘-‘(3s - 2) + 1 additions. Hence, Algorithm 3 realizes the polynomial multi- 
plication of P E II,, and Q E II, with respect to the basis of Chebyshev polyno- 
mials in 2’(s + 2) + 2 multiplications and 2”(3s - 2) + 2 additions. 
4. Fast transform for Legendre functions 
The simplest realization of Eq. (2.7) by the Clenshaw algorithm utilizes the 
three-term recurrence relation (2.1) and requires I’ ((2j - n)2’) arithmetical op- 
erations for fixed n. In the sequel, we propose a new algorithm for the evalu- 
ation of Eq. (2.7) which is faster than Clenshaw’s algorithm for sufficiently 
large 2’ - n. Especially, for n < 16 it requires only P (2/j”) arithmetical opera- 
tions. We restrict our attention to even n E N. Then 
(4.1) 
is a polynomial of degree < 2’ which must be evaluated at the Chebyshev 
nodes c; “” (S = 0.. . ,2/+‘). If n is odd, then 
P(x) = (1 - x’)“‘Q(x) 
with the polynomial 
of degree 6 2’ - 1. Here our algorithm evaluates Q(c,f”‘) (S = 0, . . . ) 2/+‘) in a 
similar manner as for even n. Finally, we have to compute P(cf’-‘) = 
Q(cf’.‘) sin?ls/2/+’ 
In the following, we develop an algorithm for the fast evaluation of Eq. (4.1) 
at the Chebyshev nodes for fixed even n E No. We introduce the polynomials &Y 
by 
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P,(x) := 0, i;(x) ,= PYY 
2”n! 3 
F;‘_,(x) := (a;’ x + /r;, P;(x) + y;i &T_,(x) (k = 0, 1.. .) 
with 
(4.2) 
.,!I ._ 
{ 
0: k<n, 
“‘- w’i, k>n. 
By definition, it holds that P;’ = P;’ (k > n). For simplicity we drop the tilde. To 
realize the cascade summation in the following algorithm in a convenient way, 
we consider 
p := &i; p; (4.3) 
k=O 
with 6; := 0 (k = 0:. ,n - 1) instead of Eq. (4.1). 
Shifting the index n E No in Eq. (4.2) by c E No, we obtain the ussociutrd 
polynomiuls P;‘( , c) of P/ defined by 
P”,(x.c) := 0, P;;(x,c) := 1. 
P;_,(x,c) := (cI;+~x + pi+,) P;.‘(x,c) + $+,.P;‘_,(x,c) (k = 1,2,. . .). 
Now induction yields (see [13]). 
Lemma 4.1. For c,n E NO, it holds 
P<“,/,(X) = P[(x, c)PJ(x) + y:‘+,p;_, (x, c + l)PiL, (x). 
Lemma 4.1 implies 
(,p:,:,) =u;(..,:)‘( ?j’) 
with 
U;(x,c) :== ( y:‘+,p;_, (x, c + 1) y:‘+,P;(x, c + 1) P[ k c) P;,, (x3 c) > 
(4.4) 
The main part of our algorithm realizes the basis exchange from {P;}::, to the 
basis of Chebyshev polynomials { Tk}il, and produces the real coefficients iii; in 
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2’ 
P = c Ck T, 
k=O 
(4.5) 
Knowing the coefficients &, the values P(cz"') (s = 0,. ( 2/+‘) can be comput- 
ed for example via fast DCT-I (2 /+’ + 1) in (f (j2’) arithmetical operations in a 
final step (see [ 121) 
hl 
(P(c,"))l"',, = G,(~k),,“. 
Let us turn to the basis exchange. Set N = 2’. In the initiul step we use 
Eq. (4.2) and the fact that T,(x) = x to obtain 
VJ p” 
a4h+l 4k+l 
with 
u;(‘,5) W’,9) Uf(’ ,13) 
0 0 (1) a4 
(1) 
a5 
(1) 
‘8 
(1) 
a9 
(1) 
a12 
(1) 
Q13 
qc : 1) GC 19) 
I I 
(2) 
UO 
(2) 
a1 
(2) 
‘8 
(2) 
a9 
u,(3) 
0 
,(Z 
1 
Fig. I. Cascade summation for the computation of the basis exchange for ,Y = 16 and n = 4 
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aj”‘(x):=L;; (k=O,....N-3). 
Q;!,(x) := fqz + j(_,ii;, (4.6) 
f$!,(.X) := tiny_] + &ii; + xl;_,q/T,(x). 
Now we proceed by cascade summation as shown in Fig. 1. By Eq. (4.4) 
withk=landc=41+1 (I=n,...,N/4-l)itfollowsthat 
Thus 
P = .y (o::)P‘$, + &P‘$,+,) 
I=0 
with 
($J := (Z,) + U:ili+l)($$) (4.7) 
The degree of the polynomial products in Eq. (4.7) is at most 3 such that their 
computation with respect to the basis of Chebyshev polynomials can be real- 
ized by Algorithm 3 with M = 4. 
We continue in the obvious manner. In step t (1 < z < j) we compute by 
E . (4.4) with k = 2’ - 1 the Chebyshev coefficients of the polynomials a::\,,, 
a?+,,+, E II 27” , (I = 0 . . N/2’+’ - 1) defined by 1 > 
where we apply Algorithm 3 (with A4 = 2’+‘) for the polynomial products. Af- 
ter the step j - 1, our cascade summation arrives at 
p = &-‘)P( + $‘p;. 
Now p,“(x) = s, P;‘(x) = (a;~ + /I’,‘) P;(x) and 
xT,(x)=T,(x)> ~~(~)=~(rX+,(,~)+Ti_,(“)) (k=1,2....). 
Hence, if 
then 
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.- .- a 
k=O 
with 
(a$);Z,o = (cx;T;+, + ~J;~N+,)(u~;“);=~, (4.9) 
where we set $i’) := 0 and where TN+, is the tridiagonal (N + 1, N + l)-ma- 
trix 
T ‘Vv+I := 
This leads to 
0 1 
l/2 0 l/2 
. . . . . 
l/2 0 l/2 
1 0 1. (4.10) 
p = ((2n)!)“2 
2n n! ( 
$1) + .(j) 
I> 
and the final addition of Chebyshev coefficients of at-‘) and a:) yields the de- 
sired Chebyshev coefficients of P, i.e. 
(4.11) 
We summarize the following algorithm. 
Algorithm 4 (Fast Legendre function transform (FLFT)) 
In ut: 
7 
n. j E Nwith n < N := 2j, c;;l E R (k = n.. . :N), Uq._, 
(~~~;,2~+‘I+l) (r= l...., j- 1; I=0 ,..., 2J-‘-‘:s=0 . . . . . 2r+‘- 1). 
Step 0. Compute s := [logznJ and aLo) (k = 0,. . N - 1) by Eq. (4.6). 
Forr= l,...?j- 1 do 
For every k = 12”-‘-‘], . . , 2/PTP’ - 1 do 
Step z.k . Form (4.8) by fast polynomial multiplications. 
Step j. Compute a, (n = 0, . . , N) by Eqs. (4.9) and (4.11). 
Output: a,, E R (n = 0,. . . , N). 
Algorithm 4 requires d (N log2 N) arithmetical operations. Straightforward 
calculation of Eq. (4.1) needs O(N(N - n)) operations. 
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5. Stabilized fast Legendre function transform 
For fixed IZ and given C;; E 1w (k = n.. . ,2/) we have computed 
,f; = -&qr;‘icjJ ) (I = 0. . .2’) (5.1) 
k-,7 
by the Clenshaw algorithm (CA) [14] in double precision arithmetic, by the 
Clenshaw algorithm realized in Maple with high precision arithmetic of 64 dec- 
imal digits (CA,,), and by our FLFT in double precision arithmetic (53 bits for 
the mantissa, 10 bits for the exponent). The algorithm was implemented in C 
and tested on a Sun SPARCstation 20. Table 1 compares the results for 
N = 1024 and various parameters n. The second column of Table 1 contains 
the given coefficients ir;l, while the third and last columns contain the relative 
error I-:(CA) of the Clenshaw algorithm defined by 
c&A) := max I.fiKW - .f;(CA64)~/O~~~,l.fl(~~64)l 
061’2f 
and the relative error of Algorithm 4 given by 
E(FLFT) := Oma$f;(FLFT) -f!(CA64)l/(i~~,,l.fl(CAh4)l. _ 
Here .r;(CA), fdCA64) and ,f,(FLFT) denote the corresponding results of 
Eq. (5.1) using CA, CAhJ, and FLFT, respectively. 
Note that the extensive error analysis of the Driscoll-Healy algorithm for 
the case n = 0 in [6] which demonstrates the stability of the algorithm for Leg- 
endre polynomials can be developed for our algorithm in a similar way. While 
the relative error is acceptable for 0 < n < 16, it becomes considerably large if n 
further increases. Similar results appear for other transform lengths N. The in- 
stability results from the fact that for some sprciul tvipels (n. k, c) E {(n, 
2’-1,2r+‘1+1):n=0 !..., N: z=l,... ;,j-1: I=0 . . . . .N/2’+‘} the abso- 
lute values of some entries of the matrices U;I(x: c) become very large for 
Table I 
Relative error of the CA versus the FLFT for N = 1024 
n 2; /:(CA) i:( FLFT) 
0 I 1.95 x IO-” 2.18 x IO-” 
8 I 1.02 x IO-” 6.13 x IO-” 
I6 I 6.83 x IO ” 5.34 x IO Ii 
24 I 7.62 x IO-” 5.28 x IO-’ 
32 I 4.10 x IO-” 7.16 x IO-” 
48 I 2.02 x IO-” 2.58 x lo-’ 
64 I 3.26 x IO-” 1.00 x IO” 
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1x1 z I while the entries of Ui(x, 1) (or more general of U~(.Y, c) with c < IZ) be- 
come very small. The multiplications of small and large values result in unac- 
ceptable cancellations. Consequently, the simplest idea consists in replacing the 
ordinary cascade summation step by “special” stabilization steps whenever the 
values IPJ (x, c.) 1 involved in the algorithm cross some threshold. This straight- 
forward idea was firstly formulated in [4] as so-called “stability bypass opera- 
tions” in connection with the Driscoll-Healy algorithm. To avoid the 
multiplications with large values, we replace the multiplications with 
Ui( .c) by those with Vi,<. ,(. . I). By 
UiIC ,(~.l)=u::_,(‘.l)u:l_,, ?(.,?I+l)u;(..L.) 
with 
( 0 u:: I@. ‘) = 0 (, _,y2)(f7-2):2(l +_x) (, __l_?)ii 2 1 
the entries of U;l+( _, ( . . 1) are significantly smaller than those of U;( .,c) for 
1x1 z I. In other words, instead of step T. k in Algorithm 4 we compute 
255 
127 
5: 
15 
I 
k 3 
0 
\;; 
251 
513 
12 
0 
Fig. 2. Location of stabiliration steps (n. k. c) for N = 1024, 16 < II < 128 and threshold IO’. 
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by fast polynomial multiplications. Unfortunately, the number of arithmetical 
operations required by an exceptional step is considerably larger than those of 
the corresponding ordinary step z.k since we need DCT of length 2’+~‘0Q(2’+c-‘)~ 
instead of length 2’+‘. Moreover, the number of exceptional steps increases 
with n while n <N/2. 
Example. For N = 1024, Fig. 2 indicates the tripels (n, k, c) (16 < n < 128) with 
the property that some entries of U;(.,c) have absolute values > 104. For 
16 < n < 32 only some entries of U;( . , 17), U;,(. ! 33), U;,( ,65), 
U&( ,129), UTZ7( ,257), U$,( . ,513), U’&,( . ,513) can become > lo4 such 
that we have to introduce at most seven exceptional steps. For 32 < n < 48 we 
have to stabilize 10 steps and so on. 
Table 2 demonstrates that our stabilized FLFT with threshold lo4 realizes 
Eq. (4.1) with almost double precision accuracy. 
By choosing higher thresholds, we can decrease the number of stabilization 
steps and hence the number of arithmetical operations at the cost of a lower 
accuracy. For example, a threshold of lo6 implies an error of ~10~~ in the 
above calculations. 
Table 3 lists the CPU-times t(CA) and t(FLFT) (in seconds) for the Clen- 
shaw algorithm and for the stabilized FLFT while Fig. 3 shows the number 
of multiplications required by the stabilized FLFT (star) and by the Clenshaw 
algorithm (cross). Here the coefficients 6; (k = n, . . . ,2”) are randomly distrib- 
uted in the interval [-0.5,0.5]. The last column of Table 3 contains the relative 
error 
c(FLFT) := “m;x$f;(FLFT) -J;(CA)ll,~~~,,l.r;(CA)l. 
, . . ,.- 
Table 2 
Relative error of the CA versus the stabilized FLFT for N = 1024 and threshold IO’ 
n ci; E(CA) c:(FLFT) 
24 I 7.62 x 10m” 
32 I 4.10 x 10m’j 
48 I 2.02 x 10m” 
64 I 3.26 x lOm’2 
80 I 2.83 x 10m” 
80 l/V + 1) 2.71 x lO-‘3 
96 ll(k + 1) 1.70 x lo-‘3 
112 ll(k + 1) 2.07 x lo-‘? 
224 l/P + 1) 7.67 x 10--‘J 
768 l/P + 1) 4.48 x lo-l4 
8.06 x lo-” 
1.38 x 10m” 
1.09 x 10m” 
4.45 x IO-“’ 
3.09 x 10m” 
7.47 x IO-“’ 
7.48 x 10m”’ 
4.17 x IO-“’ 
4.34 x IO-‘” 
1.42 x lo-“’ 
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Table 3 
CPU-time of the CA versus the stabilized FLFT for N = 1024 and threshold IO’ 
n t(CA) t(FLFT) c(FLFT) 
0 4.15 0.38 2.21 x IO-” 
128 4.09 0.74 8.74 x lo-” 
256 3.52 1.18 1.67 x IO-“’ 
384 3.33 I .38 I .X4 x IO-“’ 
512 2.45 1.63 7.38 x IO-“’ 
640 2.09 1.53 6.43 x IO-” 
768 I .49 I .42 I.11 x IO-“’ 
3E+06 - 
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+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
2E+Oti - + 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
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* * 
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* * * $ 
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Fig. 3. Number of multiplications of the CA (cross) and the stabilized FLFT (star) for N = 1024, 
~1=64/(/=0.....12)andthresholdlO”. 
300 500 700 900 N 300 500 700 900 N 
Fig. 4. Quotient of the number of multiplications of the stabilized FLFT and the CA for the thresh- 
olds 10 (right) and 10h (left). 
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Finally, Fig. 4 compares the number of multiplications of the CA and the sta- 
bilized FLFT for different transform lengths N, n = 0, N/4. N/2, 3N/4 and the 
thresholds lo4 and 10h. 
We emphasize that the above complexity considerations are not adequate 
for the discussion in the supercomputer area. They rather give a rough idea 
of the potential performance improvements. 
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